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Welcome
the winners of the 2017 Pinmar Trophy, superyacht
Zenobia - the first team to successfully defend their
title for more than 20 years. Environmental causes will
be given greater importance in 2018 as healthy oceans
are crucial for our ecosystem, health and economies,
and intrinsic to our industry’s very survival. Through
our partnership with Blue Marine Foundation we will be
working to increase awareness and support important
projects aimed at protecting our oceans.

milestone 30th edition of The Pinmar Golf will
soon be upon us and it seems like an opportune
moment for reflection.

Since the inaugural Pinmar Yachtsman’s Golf
Tournament back in November 1989, the event has
flourished into what is now the biggest charitable
amateur golf tournament of its kind in the world. As
a young yachtie, I competed in that launch event
at Real Golf de Bendinat, and have played in nearly
every edition that followed, picking up a few trophies
along the way, but even I couldn’t have predicted the
momentum it would generate in the three decades
to follow.

Looking forward, our ambassador agreement with
former Open Champion Paul Lawrie OBE is set to
continue, as is our decision to stage the prize giving,
gala dinner and after party at Son Amar. Having
enjoyed Kirsty Gallacher’s performance as compere
of the 2017 prize giving I am delighted to announce
our 30th anniversary event will be hosted by British
TV presenter and former Welsh international gymnast,
Gabby Logan, while further improvements will be
made to the golf and entertainment schedules to
ensure greater enjoyment for all.

To say that I am proud of what we have all achieved
is an understatement – and I mean ‘all’, as without the
collective effort of our players, special guests, sponsors,
volunteers and host venues, Pinmar Golf would be ‘just
another event’.
First-rate golf and entertainment aside, it is our
charitable efforts that stir the most pride. The 2017
event broke the 100,000 euro fundraising barrier for
the first time, 101,315 euros to be precise, bringing our
grand total to 944,415 euros across the 29 years to
date. We are therefore perfectly poised to surpass a
million euros in 2018 – a fitting celebration for our 30th
anniversary event.

My last words are saved for Nick Entwisle, our former
Company Secretary who has essentially been running
the Pinmar Golf tournament since 1992 and is now
handing over the baton. You can read Nick’s story in
this magazine and we hope he will stay involved with
the event for many years to come. On behalf of all of
us I would like to thank Nick for all of his hard work and
dedication to the event and our charities.

As always, our charity commission ensures that the
money goes to the most relevant and deserving
causes including Yacht Aid Global as nominated by

Remy Millott
CEO
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Paul Lawrie
reflects on
his inaugural
Pinmar Golf
As well as featuring a revamped
programme, The Pinmar Golf
2017 welcomed Open Champion
Paul Lawrie as golf ambassador
for the event.

G

olf Son Gual was graced with the presence of pro golfer
Paul Lawrie OBE in October for the first time. In his
new role as Pinmar’s ‘golf ambassador’, the eight-time
European Tour winner and 1999 Open champion was on hand at
the tournament to offer players encouragement and some handy
advice. He even brought along his replica Claret Jug, which was
the subject of many ‘selfies’ around the course and club house.

Paul Lawrie of Scotland,
1999 Open Champion and
Pinmar Golf ambassador

Lawrie, who was transported around the course in a golf buggy
with GYG CEO Remy Millott to watch a lot of the tournament and
even play a few holes himself, was hugely impressed with his first
experience of one of the yachting industry’s most established
charitable events. “It was my first time at the Pinmar Golf and,
while I had heard a lot of great things about it, I was blown away,”
he says.
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the event is not just about the golf, as the
hospitality and social aspect is such a big
part of it as well. The entertainment was
excellent last year, so I am looking forward
to what this year’s event has in store.”

“The quality of the venue Son Gual was
first class and I couldn’t believe how many
players the organisers managed to get
around the golf course in just two days.
It was fantastic to see everyone enjoying
themselves while playing a reasonably
competitive level of golf – it is certainly
the best amateur golf event I have ever
experienced!”
As well as offering a professional touch
on the golf course, Lawrie delivered a
regaling interview with compère Kirsty
Gallacher during the much-anticipated
Prize-giving and Gala Dinner and topped
it off by presenting the trophies to the
enthused winners of the tournament.
Returning for a second appearance
in 2018, he is already looking forward
to the next edition of the event.
“It will be nice to come back and see so
many of the people that I met last year for
the first time,” he comments. “Of course,

The Pinmar Golf 2018 will finish off an
exciting season for Lawrie. “My schedule is
the same as many other years,” he says. “I
will be playing in all of the big events over
the summer, meaning I will be very busy
from April right through until November.
In terms of my aims for the season, my
game hasn’t been overly good recently –
at a certain age it gets harder to compete
against the rising talent – but I still have
the desire to keep playing and being
competitive for the foreseeable future.”
With The Open returning to Scottish golf
course Carnoustie this year, memories of
Lawrie’s 1999 triumph will again resonate
with the golfing community. It was, and
still is, a remarkable story; Lawrie had
been 10 from the lead when entering the
final round, his subsequent 67 was one of
the finest rounds in major championship
history in the context of the conditions
and wider scoring. The Pinmar Golf looks
forward to welcoming such a golfing
legend back to Mallorca in October!

“The entertainment was
excellent last year, so I
am looking forward to
what this year’s event
has in store.”

Paul Lawrie’s favourite
golf courses in and around
yachting hot spots
Real Club Valderrama,
Cádiz, Spain
valderrama.com/en
The Real Club Valderrama is one of the
best-known golf clubs in Europe. It is
located in the resort of Sotogrande,
San Roque in the Andalusia region
of southern Spain, a few miles from
Gibraltar, and has a single 18-hole course,
along with a 9-hole par 3 course.
In 1999, Valderrama was rated the top
course in mainland Europe by Golf World
magazine and the practice ground was
called the best in Europe by Nick Faldo.
It is also renowned for hosting the Ryder
Cup in 1997.

Sandy Lane, Barbados
sandylane.com/barbados-golf
Sandy Lane is a luxury golf resort in
Barbados that offers three golf courses,
including The Old Nine, The Country Club
and the exclusive Green Monkey, which
was famously designed by Tom Fazio
and carved from an old limestone quarry.
Whichever course you choose, players
are treated to the spectacular natural
beauty of the terrain and the stunning
views of Barbados’ coastline.
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Pinmar’s golf ambassador, Paul
Lawrie OBE, and Sky Sports’ Kirsty
Gallacher hosted the Prize-giving
and Gala Dinner at Son Amar

Q&A
2018 Ryder Cup

Q

What are your thoughts on Thomas Bjorn as
Captain and who he will have as his management
team? Thomas is obviously hugely experienced both as

Q

What are your views on the European team
selection? The Captain has four picks this year and

Q

Which player do you predict will shine at the Cup?

Hopefully one of ours! Rory McIlroy is obviously an
important player for Europe and is something of a
talisman – if he’s playing well then confidence and
momentum can grow – but you never know. In the past, rookies
like Nicolas Colsaerts and Thomas Pieters made big impacts on the
team. When I played with Colin Montgomerie in 1999, I secured 3.5
points for the team, but you also need your experienced guys to
step-up and perform. Montgomerie, Poulter, Westwood, Seve – too
many to name – but these guys have all been experienced players
who have brought the whole team along with them when they’ve
had to.

a player and in his roles as vice-captain to previous
Ryder Cup Captains. He was our Players’ Committee Chairman for
many years so knows the players as well as European Tour staff
and officials who help to make Ryder Cup teams a success. He’s
already named Robert Karlsson as his first vice-captain and will
name the remainder of his team in the run-up to September’s
Matches – I’d guess a further four will follow.

Q
Q

these can be very important in getting the make-up
of the team right. Sometimes teams almost pick
themselves but the Captain’s job becomes really pressurised when
you’ve got to make a call over who you’ll take if there are two
or three in-form guys vying for a place in the side. Thomas will
have to work out the balance of his side to get the right blend
of experience versus inexperience if there are rookies in the mix
because right now you have Tyrrell Hatton, Jon Rahm, Alex Noren,
Tommy Fleetwood and Paul Dunne all looking like they will be
in the frame for qualification and/or selection. So, he will have a
decision over adding players with past Ryder Cup experience if a
high percentage of the automatic qualifiers are rookies.

Who do you think has a good chance of winning
the Cup? Both teams have a good chance. It will

be very tight, I think.

What is a personal highlight from playing in the
Ryder Cup? It has to be my singles match victory

over Brandt Snedeker, which helped Europe overturn
a massive deficit and win the 2012 Ryder Cup at Medinah.
It was special because it was on US soil and we had been so
dominated on the first two days. In 1999, when I made my debut,
I hit the opening tee shot, which was as nervous as I’ve ever been
on a golf course but the 5 and 3 win was very special.
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Great weather isn’t the
only reason Ft. Lauderdale
has become the Yachting
Capital of the World.
Sure, sun and sand have made South Florida
one of the world’s favorite destinations. But for
those involved with yachts, particularly large
yachts, there is a greater attraction. Over the
last half-century, Ft. Lauderdale has become the
undisputed mecca of megayacht service, repair
and refit. At Derecktor we’re proud to be one
of the driving forces behind this phenomenon.
Today we are widely recognized as the most
complete megayacht facility on the East
Coast of the U.S., regularly handling multiple
vessels of up to 200 ft. We have continually
upgraded and improved our shipyard to lead
the market, culminating in the addition of our
900-ton mobile hoist. Yet while the boats and
equipment have changed over time, our nearlegendary commitment to craft, customers
and detail has not.
Talk with us about what we can do for you
and your boat. Come for the service - stay
for the weather.

775 Taylor Lane, Dania Beach, FL 33004, USA
+1 954.920.5756 | www.derecktor.com
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30 Years of Pinmar
By Sarah Forge

Nick Entwisle looks
back on 30 successful
years of Pinmar Golf
from pouring rain to
professional golfers.

T

he ‘biggest corporate amateur
golf tournament of its type in
the world today’ traces back
to humble beginnings. Circa 1986,
motoryachts Paraiso and New Horizon
were in the midst of their annual darts
tournament in Palma when someone
piped up, “we’re playing golf on Saturday
– shall we make it a match?”. Three or four
other yachts said they’d join in, a trophy
was fashioned from a golf ball stuck into
the mouth of a brass seacock and the
‘Seacock’s Open’ was inaugurated.
The event was championed for a
couple of years but, as it fizzled, New
Horizon’s captain Mike Insull asked if
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Pinmar would take it on. And so, the first
Pinmar Yachtsman’s Golf Tournament
took place on 4 November 1989 at Real
Golf de Bendinat’s nine hole course. The
befuddled clubhouse barman served
‘seven months of normal beer supply’ to
96 golfers over a single day and exactly
197 people attended the gala dinner at
The Anchorage in Illetas – precisely the
number of chairs they owned at the time.
In the 30 years to follow, the annual
Pinmar Yachtsman’s Golf Tournament has
generated a life of its own. It now features
more than 350 players, over 750 guests
at the prize giving dinner and 100-plus
sponsors, with people flying in from as
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Banco Central and decided to pursue his
real passion – sailing.

far afield as Sri Lanka, South Africa and
San Diego.
Nick Entwisle has had the pleasure of
running the show since 1992, arriving
at Pinmar’s doorstep via a rather
circuitous route.
Yorkshireman Nick attended a fantastic
school but didn’t quite give it the credit
it deserved and left with no prospect of
embarking on higher education. In the
early 1970s, banking was the only vaguely
respectable career for those without a
degree so Nick moved to London and
joined a prestigious private bank.
As the UK economy lurched from boom
to bust (and bailout), Nick was offered
a job with Spain’s largest bank at the
time – Banco Central. They kindly sent
him to Madrid, taught him Spanish, and
then asked him to head up the foreign
exchange dealing room in London. In 1985,
after a decade of dedication, 32-year-old
bachelor Nick said ‘gracias y adios’ to

Nick had clocked up plenty of miles
chartering a yacht for the weekend, but had
no formal training so enrolled at Britannia
Sailing School in Southampton. While
Nick was studying for his yachtmaster,
Britannia’s owner Roger Justice asked if he
would help run the business. He accepted,
and before long became an instructor
himself. His co-instructors included Ian
Knight, David Broome, Ian Hornsby, Mike
Inglis and Barney Dennen, gentlemen who
would go on to make great names for
themselves in the superyacht industry.
Whilst the Solent was undoubtedly fun, the
weather was unduly cold and the wages
somewhat low so Nick resurrected his
Banco Central Spanish and, in 1989, made
the move to Mallorca. The debut Pinmar
Yachtsman’s Golf Tournament didn’t so
much as flicker on his radar.
“Mallorca sparked memories of warm
holidays in years gone by and was, as it
still is, a major centre of the yachting
industry - I felt at home here,” said Nick.
“I was now in my mid-30s, rather late to
join the yachting business, and lacking
the experience to skipper anything large,
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“Mallorca sparked
memories of warm
holidays in years gone
by and was, as it still is,
a major centre of the
yachting industry - I felt
at home here…”
so decided to take the ‘mate route’ on as
big a ship as I could go. I loved charter
and guests, but had a poor technical
background and was a liability with a
paintbrush in a shipyard - ironic given
the career awaiting me at Pinmar – I was
indeed destined to return to my natural
habitat and a nice desk job.”
Nick took various roles in yachting,
including two delightful but rather
undemanding years looking after a pair of
Rivas, but it was his very first job as mate
on 30 metre sailing yacht Astral Dancer
that opened the door to Pinmar.
“The classic ketch was sold to an
Englishman who owned various bars and
restaurants on the island, and I took over
as skipper,” continues Nick. “In 1989, the
crew were invited to the owner’s 60th
birthday party at his villa in Son Vida
and one of his chefs, Donal Hughes, was
doing the catering. Each guest had to
do a turn on the microphone and I had a
good repertoire of jokes so was happy to
oblige.”
“A couple of years later, local sailing
charity Joves Navegants was hosting its
founding dinner. Based on my Son Vida
‘performance’, Donal asked me if I would
play master of ceremonies. On the night,
a certain Peter Allan was in the crowd and
wondered if I might do the same for his
golf tournament in October. I accepted. I
went on to MC 26 more times until I hung
up my mic in 2018.”
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1. Cricket legend Ian ‘Beefy’
Botham and boxer Nigel Benn
2. Pinmar founder Peter Allan with
Remy Millott
3. Persistent thunder and lightning
in 2013 stopped play
4. An early rendition of the famous
Pinmar Golf polo shirt
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4

In those early days, Nick recalls feeling
rather like a railway announcer. “Almost
everyone won a prize and it seemed to
take forever. There was a talented ‘French’
yachtie on Paraiso, ‘Remy Millot’, who
always seemed to take home a trophy. Over
the years I perfected my prononciation
française until he became my boss and
said ‘it’s Millott and I’m from Sussex’.”
For his first five years with Pinmar Golf,
Nick was simply a volunteer. Then Peter
thought, well, he’s loyal, likeable and
organised, why not give him a desk and
a computer and see what else he can do?
Nick was officially employed mid-1997, just
after Remy Millott had been recruited as
MD and before Peter Brown was invited
to develop the Barcelona facility – three
appointments that would prove to be
intrinsic to Pinmar’s future success.
Initially, Nick’s job title was sketchy. “As
a former banker I was comfortable with
quotations, presentations and legalese.
I was also happy poring over 50-page
shipyard documents with a fine-tooth comb
and, being naturally pedantic, became
the de facto company spellchecker and
proofreader. All of which was just as well
as I know less about paint than anyone
else in the company – although thankfully
we employ several hundred experts.”
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In 2003, Peter announced his intention to
retire and Remy led the rest of the team
in a management buyout with financial
support from the Ferretti Group.
“There were 14 of us sat round a polished
table at Cuatrecasas’ Barcelona office, the
legal firm representing Ferretti Group, and
Remy made the surprise announcement
that he wanted me to be Company
Secretary. I was honoured and, six years
after joining, finally got a job title. This was
followed by a directorship in 2012, which
remained the case until 2016 when we did
what I am reliably informed was a BIMBO
– a Buy In Management Buy Out. Being the
oldest member of the team, and ready to
slow down, I retired from the board. GYG
was listed on the London Stock Exchange
in June 2017 and they now have a proper
Company Secretary.”
Nick’s 26-year tenure with the Pinmar
Yachtsman’s Golf Tournament has been
peppered with many memorable moments
- and memorable guests such as Ian ‘Beefy’
Botham and boxer Nigel Benn - but some
years stand out more than others.
“At our tenth anniversary, the organisation
had been beset with small glitches and the
prizegiving ceremony was as interminable
as ever. Peter and I took our seats after the
presentation and were both knackered.
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5. M
 aster of Ceremonies at the
2012 event
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6. (L to R) Remy Millott, Peter
Brown and Nick Entwisle
7. Fabrice Pouzet des Isles from
Antibes Shipservice has played
in every Pinmar Golf

Peter said, “We’ve done ten, shall we
call it quits?” I was inclined to agree, so
we went to the bar for a stiff drink only
to be greeted by plenty of back slapping
accompanied with “best year ever”
“amazing” and “can’t wait ‘til next year”. “I
guess we’re stuck with it,” said Peter and
the rest, as they say, is another 20 years
of history.”
A great contributing factor to the
aforementioned ‘glitches’ was the golf
scoring system that simply could not
cope with the ever increasing size of the
event. It ran on an old steam-driven laptop
and used to take all night to print - it was
strangling the tournament. Fortunately, a
solution for Nick’s interminable prizegiving
came just a few months later.
“On a wet rainy day in February, I received
a call from Mark Feltham, who now
works for superyacht insurance brokers
Willis, asking me why we didn’t use the
Texas Scramble system. “What’s a Texas
Scramble?” I replied. He explained it to
be a simple golf team competition format
where golfers of all levels can join in and
have fun. I realised, with a huge feeling of
relief, that it was exactly what we needed.
The Texas Scramble gave the tournament
a whole new lease of life as the old way
would have ended up killing the event or us. From then on all we needed was a
single A4 Excel sheet and the only change
over the next 20 years was a switch to A3.”

“2002
was
perhaps
the
most
unforgettable,” continues Nick. “The gala
dinner was organised for our regular
casino venue but, with ten days to go, it
went bust. I’d also managed to put my foot
through a glass panel in the shower and
slice my Achilles in two. Son Amar was
fully booked, Santa Ponsa Country Club
required the erection of a massive tent,
and we were scratching our heads for a
venue. Thankfully an in-the-know travel
industry colleague gave us the heads
up that Saturday was British package
holiday changeover day, meaning Pirates
Adventure would be empty and available.
The only issue was the absence of a
catering kitchen.”
“Donal, with just a few days to go,
completely unfazed, prepped a buffetstyle banquet in his own kitchen with
specially-reared 30kg turkeys and giant
hams – a refrigerated lorry on permanent
tickover on the drive to keep things fresh
and the neighbours irked.”
“With deco and balloons we transformed
Pirates Adventure into a black-tie venue
and I stood at the microphone clutching
a zimmer frame with one leg in plaster –
memorable indeed. It seemed only fair to
give Pirates a second hosting opportunity
in 2003 and our scaffolders built a proper
kitchen tent for Donal and his big birds.
But we were bursting at the seams and
had to go bigger for 2004.”
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“Overall, we’ve been very lucky with the
event over the years. 2013 was the only
year that we lost an entire round of golf
due to persistent thunder and lightning
and deluging rain. In 2017, we lost a
couple of holes for the same reason, but
the skies cleared and, thanks to Golf Son
Gual’s unparalleled drainage system, we
were playing again within an hour or two.
In fact, Golf Son Gual is really special to
me. The layout is absolutely perfect for
us as you can see so much of the course
from the expansive clubhouse terrace
and the Pamer family take great care to
keep it utterly pristine. They and their staff
also take great care of us – nothing is too
much trouble and they are an absolute
delight to work with.”

“Overall, we've been very
lucky with the event over the
years. 2013 was the only year
that we lost an entire round
of golf due to persistent
thunder and lightning
and deluging rain.”
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“Our charitable endeavours are, of course,
something I am also immensely proud
of. 2017 was our best individual year,
breaking 100,000 euros for the first time,
and in 2019 the 30 year total should pass
one million.”
“The first few Pinmar tournaments
supported Joves Navegants but, as the
fundraising pot got bigger, we started to
split it. Then, as the totals got bigger still,
we invited the winning yacht to nominate
their chosen charities to take part of the
prize fund - this ensures that there are
always new beneficiaries involved.”
“I admit I do struggle to reconcile giving
vast sums to large London-headquartered
charities as it probably wouldn’t even
cover half the CEO’s salary, so historically
we have looked for smaller local charities
run by volunteers. We also love to help
members of the yachting industry who
get off their backsides and do something
incredible like running a marathon or
scaling a mountain for a colleague who
had a life-changing accident. Topping up
someone’s JustGiving fund to its target
also gives us immense pleasure.”
So how has the industry changed over
the decades?
“The most obvious way is size,” says Nick.
“I remember the 105 metre Lady Moura
cruising into Mallorca in the early 1990s.
At the time she was the eighth largest
superyacht in the world – she now ranks
at number 37. Nowadays, only a few
people could afford one of their tenders,
let alone the mother ship itself, and a 40
metre is considered to be a pretty small
superyacht. This ‘supersizing’ has had a

trickledown effect on the golf. Whereas
in the early days small yachts might join
forces in order to put together a team, a
couple of years ago 124 metre Lürssen
Katara put together two full teams and
brought 28 of the crew to the dinner.”
Does the Pinmar Yachtsman’s Golf
Tournament directly bring revenue to
the business?
“It’s hard to say exactly, but no sooner
does the tournament end than we receive
requests from companies with whom we
have had no previous contact asking for
sponsorship packs for the following event.
Many discover Pinmar for the first time
through the golf, others know it’s always
packed with industry bigwigs and use it as
an annual networking event. In fact, since
Peter Allan departed, we still have one
gentleman who has participated in every
Pinmar since its inception - Fabrice Pouzet
des Isles from Antibes Shipservice. The
tournament certainly reflects well on the
company, our stature and organisational
abilities are showcased to perfection.”
So what of Nick’s retirement? “In reality,
I’ve been doing less and less of the golf
each year. In the old days we had far fewer
participants and did the whole event - golf
and gala dinner - in one day, so there was

“...no sooner does the
tournament end than we
recieve requests from
companies with whom
we have had no previous
contact asking for
sponsorship packs for the
following event.”
far less for me to organise. Today, we have
in-house staff responsible for sponsorship,
advertising, graphic design, marketing,
publishing, table-planning, ticketing, venue
negotiation and setting up the golf course
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- in addition to their day jobs - leaving me
to balance the golf teams and organise
the course schedule. I am very happy to
be standing down and passing the baton
on. We have a great team who really love
the event. I don’t want to interfere in the
background, but if they want me to come
and volunteer - I am happy to help out.”
“I turn 65 in 2018 and have various plans.
As an opera fanatic, I will be seeking out
some early Verdi across Europe’s opera
houses and, as a member of Yorkshire
County Cricket Club, I shall be watching
them play at as many county grounds as
possible with the added bonus of seeing
more of the UK. Having left 30 years ago
and, through yachting, been spoilt with
visits to many of the world’s most beautiful
destinations, I realise that there is a great
deal I have not seen much closer to home.
One thing I won’t be taking up is golf. I had
a few lessons with our tournament golf
pro, Peter Ledwidge, but realised that,
despite Peter’s great teaching ability, I had
no patience to get through the prolonged
bit where you’re really quite rubbish at it,
so I stopped.”
7
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Our charities
More than 100,000 euros were added to the Pinmar Golf
Charity Fund in 2017 - an event record. This mighty combined
effort will make a huge difference to the local and international
charities who make it their mission to improve the lives of those
in need and the planet we all share. The generosity of our guests,
industry partners and sponsors is humbling.
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The Saïd Foundation
The Saïd Foundation seeks to improve the life chances
of children and young people by providing them with
opportunities to receive good education and care. The
Foundation is a non-political and non-sectarian organisation.
Our partners include non-governmental organisations,
educational institutions, other charities, government ministries
and individuals.

Telephone: +44 (0)207 593 5420
admin@saidfoundation.org
saidfoundation.org

Médecins Sans Frontières
Founded in Paris, France in 1971, Médecins Sans Frontières
(MSF) is an international, independent, medical humanitarian
organisation that delivers emergency aid to people affected by
armed conflict, epidemics, natural disasters and exclusion from
healthcare. MSF offers assistance to people based on need,
irrespective of race, religion, gender or political affiliation.

Telephone: +44 (0)207 404 6600
office-ldn@london.msf.org
msf.org/en

The Whitechapel Centre
The Whitechapel Centre was started in 1975 to meet the needs of
homeless people in Liverpool. This is still our main aim and we are
committed to it, but we have learnt a lot since then, we are facing
new challenges and we are continually adapting. We believe it is
essential to empower and enable people to live independently. We
work with some of the most vulnerable, isolated and lonely people
in our community.

Telephone: +44 (0)151 207 7617
info@whitechapelcentre.co.uk
whitechapelcentre.co.uk
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Shambhala Fundacion
“From all of us at Shambhala and especially the
youths whose lives are so massively impacted,
thank you Zenobia for remembering us, for
including us, and for believing in us to make us
one of your allocated charities”

The Shambhala Foundation was created to address the plight
endured by a significant number of youths who find themselves
on the wrong path due to adverse circumstances. It was
created not only out of a sense of humanitarian responsibility
and compassion to help the vulnerable, but also in recognition
that their actions and behavior impact all who live around them.

Telephone: +34 615 567 495
general@shambhalafundacion.org
shambhalafundacion.org

Suzie Black
Founder of Shambhala Fundacion

Yacht Aid Global
YachtAid Global (YAG) coordinates the acquisition and delivery
of humanitarian aid to coastal communities in need or impacted
by natural disasters in collaboration with a global network of
volunteers, vetted NGOs and disaster relief experts. YAG abides
by agenda-free aid and leverages vetted strategic partners and
proven processes in ensuring timely, needs-verified, ethical and
responsible aid delivery. Our model enables and accelerates
larger quantities of donations and timely global distribution at
no cost to recipient communities.

Telephone: +1 619 630 4626
info@yachtaidglobal.org
yachtaidglobal.org

What do you need?

EVERYTHING...
When do you need it? YESTERDAY.
“Making impossibilities a reality
for over 25 years”
www.nationalmarine.com
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The Pinmar Golf 2017
also supported the
following charities:

tvschools.org.uk

okp.is

handisportmallorca.org

serveon.org.uk

Golf Advert-185x120mm.pdf

1

27/04/2018

sail4cancer.org

jovesnavegants.org

joyronfoundation.org

marineindustrycares.org

asdica.com

Cala Nova Cancer Care

17:00

INTERNATIONAL YACHT BROKERS
CHARITY GOLFERS ASSOCIATION
THE 2018 UK GOLF DAY
FRIDAY 7th SEPTEMBER

C

M

FORMAT
9 holes in the morning followed
by 18 holes in the afternoon.

Y

CM

MY

CY

PRIZES
Prize Giving & Charity Auction will
be carried out during our two course
dinner which will follow the afternoon
competition.

ADVERT

CMY

K

There will be tea/coffee and bacon
rolls on arrival and a ploughman’s
style buffet for lunch.

SPONSORSHIP
We are looking for sponsors to help make the day special. We are trying to raise money
once again in conjunction with the PINMAR event in Mallorca. If you want to sponsor the
event by providing tee shirts, towels, auction items, prizes etc. please email:
adale@burgessyachts.com

Registration & participation
only £65 per player. To register please
email: adale@burgessyachts.com

HOEBRIDGE
GOLF CLUB

HOEBRIDGE GOLF CLUB
OLD WOKING ROAD
WOKING
GU22 8JH
WWW.HOEBRIDGE.CO.UK

First Class
Exhaust Purification
Economy class

First Class
No Smoke
No Smell
No Oily Water
Reduced Noise

Black Smoke
Diesel Smell
Oily Waters
Noisy
ADVERT

Want to upgrade to
First Class?
Contact our local partner
info@fortinox.es
Allen Mclay
+34 664 890 567

Tigervej 11, DK-4600 Køge
info@exilator.com, www.exilator.com

Th e Pe r fe c t De s t i n atio n

A yachting destination located in the heart of the Mediterranean designed to
offer you a comfortable and pleasant stay all year round.
From Port Tarraco you can set off on a journey of exploration through a vast
territory containing cultural sites and experiences, local cuisine, hotels, spas,
resorts, shows, world famous sporting events, festivals and local traditions.

T. +34 977 244 173 · info@porttarraco.com · www.porttarraco.com
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2017
tournament
Our 29th Pinmar Golf Tournament, once more staged at
Son Gual’s immaculate championship course, was keenly
contested by 340 golfers including the owners, captains
and crew of 48 superyachts alongside the industry’s
leading service and supply companies - an impressive
platform for networking.

VIEW ALL 2017
TEAM PHOTOS ONLINE

www.pinmargolf.es
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PINMAR BY NUMBERS
–

85 teams, 170 pairs, 340 golfers
competing in a Texas Scramble
over 4 shotgun starts
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DID YOU KNOW?
–

The combined average
gross score per pair was
90, and nett was 79
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DID YOU KNOW?
–

The combined gross
score of 15,334 shots
is 3,094 over par!
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VIEW MORE
IMAGES ONLINE

www.pinmargolf.es
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DID YOU KNOW?
–

A combined total distance of
over 1,200 miles was travelled
by the 340 players
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GYG and the
Blue Marine
Foundation

GYG has partnered up with
The Blue Marine Foundation,
a UK registered charity that
is committed to restoring the
welfare of the oceans.
The Blue Marine Foundation (BLUE) was set up in 2010 with a
clear mission: to restore the health of the oceans. The way we live
our lives has unfortunately had detrimental effects on the marine
environment and it has never been more important to take action
and stop our oceans deteriorating. As a result, Global Yachting
Group has decided to get involved and partner with BLUE to
help the UK-registered charity achieve its goal of protecting our
oceans.
“Our charity was set up to combat overfishing and the
destruction of marine biodiversity. Industrial-scale fishing is
having the biggest effect of all,” says Sara-Jane Skinner, head of
partnerships at BLUE. “We’re seeing progress around the world
in protecting and managing our marine resources better as it
creeps onto global government agendas.” BLUE’s mission is to
protect 10 per cent of the world’s oceans by 2020 and 30 per
cent in the longer term.
30
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Photography above and left:
Rory T. B. Moore
Photography above right, right:
George Duffield

“It’s not just territorial waters, we’ve got
to be looking beyond that at the high
seas, where most of the industrial-scale
and unregulated fishing takes place,”
says Skinner. “But that is a much bigger
picture which involves a huge amount
of countries. That will take longer, but
those conversations are happening now,
which is exciting.” Over the last few
years, the awareness of ocean welfare has
sky-rocketed, which certainly helps the
situation. “You can’t pick up a paper now
without something linking to the oceans
and obviously plastic has been a big
issue which has become a monumental
problem,” continues Skinner.

There are essentially three issues which
threaten the welfare of the ocean: climate
change; pollution, which plastic plays
a significant role in, and overfishing.
“Overfishing is the largest problem of
all as, without marine life the ocean
loses resilience to the other problems
and cannot perform its vital function of
absorbing CO2,” Skinner explains. In order
to make a difference, BLUE works with a
range of partners to provide innovative
solutions, from governments designating
marine-protected areas, to small-scale
fishermen becoming conservationists.
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“Overfishing is the largest
problem of all as, without
marine life the ocean loses
resilience to the other
problems and cannot
perform its vital function of
absorbing CO2”

The Pinmar Golf . Blue Marine Foundation

“Through partnerships like GYG, it enables
us to raise further funding and awareness
of our work to specific industries and to the
wider public,” says Skinner. “We recognise
the benefits of working with others to
bring about change. We work with local
regulators, other NGOs, businesses and
a range of stakeholders to achieve our
goals.”

partnership is the same,” says Skinner.
“Whether that company is product or
service related, like GYG, partnerships like
these give their customers and clients an
opportunity to learn about specific ocean
conservation work around the world, and
give them the opportunity, also, to play a
part in protecting and safeguarding our
marine environment for the future.”

The partnerships forged by BLUE enable
the charity to raise critical funding to get
closer to their very important goals. The
charity however, sees each and every
partnership as a unique collaboration,
reaching different stakeholders in very
specific ways. “BLUE works individually
and innovatively with all its partners; no

GYG has partnered with BLUE to lend
its support and influence within the
superyacht community to really try
to increase awareness and change
behaviours.
Commenting
on
GYG’s
partnership with BLUE, Andrew Clemence,
Chief Commercial Officer of GYG, said
“the continued viability of our oceans is

a topic of considerable concern both as a
business and on a personal level. It’s vital
that we take immediate steps to stem
the damage and raise awareness of how
we can preserve the marine environment
for future generations. Through our
partnership with BLUE we will join other
major industry players in raising awareness
and lobbying for change. Through the
Pinmar Golf event we will raise funds to
provide direct support to Blue’s marine
preservation projects around the world,
together we can really make a difference.”

Photography:
Rory T. B. Moore
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Volunteers
& organisers
It takes immense team effort to prepare and manage one
of the world’s largest private golf events. We are fortunate
to enjoy the support of a large in-house team working
alongside a veritable army of unpaid volunteers – all of whom
demonstrate real dedication and affection for the event.
Needless to say we are exceptionally grateful to each and
every one of them.

Event Organisers
Andrew Clemence
Emma Conway
Eva Grauls
Ian Douglas
Nick Entwisle
Peter Brown
Silvia Garcia
Zoe Benson
Lane Productions
Billie Houghton
Johanna Lane
Mallorca Golf Academy
Peter Ledwidge		
PJ Ledwidge
		
Golf Son Gual
Pamer Family
Jose Cano & restaurant staff
Maja Stanic & golf team
Bars on the course
The Superyacht Group bar
Andy Howell
Bryony McCabe
Jonny Sutton
Lizzi Tiplady
Mark Henthorne
Pendennis bar		
Chloe Gilyead
Tristan Rowe

Voly bar
Amanda Baez
Jonny Allbut
Kirstie Slingsby
Kirsty Barrett
Liz Jackson
Sara James
National Marine
Suppliers bar
Angelique Steyn
Charlotte Brown
Tracy Hendry
Hayley
The Banner Team
Aldo Romano
Charlie Barnard
Daniel Clemence
Jack Richardson
Jeff Mollen
Joshua Brown
Nestor Romano
The Pure Marshals
and Markers
Anita Barber
Anne Christophers
Caroline Stapley
Edward Thomson
Emma Gow
Greg Gibson
Ian Gow
Jason Fitzgerald

Ken Bryan

Trevor Van Wyk

PJ Ledwidge
Sharon Grange
Stan Hunter
Steve Mycroft
Symke Hanssen
Vanessa Day
Will Morris
Zoe Benson
The Raffle Team
Amanda Butler
Charlotte Brown
Danielle Smith
Dominique Triblehorn
Hayley
Julie Thomson
Rebecca Fahy
Seanna Cowie
Tessa Smeulders
Bars on the terrace
The Master Yachts wine bar
Charlotte Cole
Diane Yates
Jo Mowbray
Julia Fernández
Justine Masters
Mark Millward
Marta Latorre
Patrick Moussa
Richard Masters
Susana Bonet
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The Evolution Yacht
Agents Beer bar
Beatriz Alonso
Belén Martín
Eva Cuadrado
Guillermo García
Kerry Allerton
Xisco Notario
The Derecktor - Pinmar USA
hot dog stand
Dominique Triblehorn
Julie Thomson
Michelle Bowler
Phil Burgess
Tory Armstrong
Photographers
Oliver Neilson
Stuart Pearce
Sue Barwood
Vicki McLeod
Videographer
The Organic Battery
Alejandro Dioscorides
Entertainment Team
Martyn Smith - Director
Alex Christopher
David Bainbridge
James Baker

Kara Pool
Marco Decamillis
Mari de Pablo Gari
Pinmar Staff
Almudena Briones
Ashanta Engel
Carmen Estrades
Charlotte Blackledge
Debbie Flores
Elena de la Torre
Elena Eiras
Gitte Jenshoj
Helen Dalton
Jose Pareja
Julie Crierie
Liz Wood
Lluis Cambril
María Rubio
Phil Burgess
Raquel Márquez
Susi Burgemeister
Tracey Wilkinson
Victoria González
Yola Ruiz

The Pinmar Golf . Volunteers & organisers
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Condor
sponsors
Our Condor sponsors are the mainstay of Pinmar Golf.
Their generosity and commitment is immeasurable
and we are delighted to welcome some new names
alongside our longstanding partners.
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Awlgrip is a global leading supplier of
topside finishing systems to not only
beautify but also protect your yacht, no
matter how big or small. Our topside
finishing systems, including topcoats,
undercoats, primers, and fillers, give you
that unique and unmistakable Awlgrip look.
awlgrip.com

“The Pinmar Golf is an important, unique
event in the superyacht industry and I
believe that this year will be the most
exciting tounament yet. The charity element
is something that holds vast appeal for us;
it's a proud association for Awlgrip.”
Jörg Hauer
Global Superyacht Key Account Manager,
AkzoNobel

Over the past 20 years, we have dedicated
our global media channels to educating,
informing and advising all sectors of the
superyacht market. Our expert team has
the unstinting passion to deliver on our
core mission statement, “Building a better
superyacht market”. From expert journalism,
to instant on-line news coverage, from faceto-face networking to luxury communication
tools, from global conference platforms to
exclusive private communities, no other
media group provides such a concentrated
and focused mix of superyacht marketing
and information channels.

“The Pinmar Golf has matured into one
of the most socially focused events in the
calendar, where serious fun and professional
interaction is perfectly balanced... with some
very entertaining golf !”
Martin H. Redmayne
Chairman, The Superyacht Group

thesuperyachtgroup.com

The Jotun Group is a leading supplier of
paints and powder coatings. The Group has
64 companies and 40 production facilities
on all continents. Jotun is represented in
over 100 countries. We supply paints and
coatings that have been specially developed
for unique conditions. The world of Jotun is
diverse, but we have one common agenda;
Jotun protects property.

“The Pinmar Golf event is a worthwhile
charity platform with an international
showcase, it really is important to the Jotun
calendar. The event is one of a few that
aligns clearly with Jotun’s four core values respect, care, loyalty and boldness.”
Marcus Reynolds
Global Marketing Manager 'Yachting', Jotun

jotun.com

Astilleros de Mallorca is considered as
Mallorca´s premier shipyard with more
than 120 yachts refitted or repaired every
year. We have invested heavily, upgrading
our facilities with the latest in technology
and machinery. The yard's workforce
conserves the rich heritage of the old
artisan´s tradition yet constantly has an eye
on the future. We offer full support for the
very latest in yacht repair coordinated by
our technical department and specialised
personnel.
astillerosdemallorca.com
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“The Pinmar Golf Tournament has been
gathering the leading companies in our sector
for many years. A great attraction for us is the
relaxed and convivial atmosphere. Sponsoring
the Friday Night VIP Party is not merely a
commercial act for us, we feel like it’s a great
opportunity to celebrate with many of our
clients and friends.”
Diego Colon
Director General, Astilleros de Mallorca

Savannah Yacht Center is a deep-water maintenance, repair and refit facility located just two miles
from Historic Downtown Savannah, Georgia, dedicated to servicing the megayacht fleet.

1200’ OF WET SLIPS ARE NEARING COMPLETION
Electrical Services up to 480V/400 amps will be available

3,240 TON SYNCROLIFT COMPLETION 4TH QUARTER OF 2018

301 North Lathrop Avenue, Savannah, Georgia 31415, USA | Phone: 912-443-6888
Email: info@SavannahYC.com | Web: www.SavannahYC.com
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Albatross
sponsors
Made up of some familiar and highly-respected names
in the superyacht industry, our Albatross sponsors made
a significant contribution to the 29th edition and we
would like to extend our sincere gratitude.

Sovren House Group operates worldwide, with its
headquarters located in the port of Barcelona. It is the parent
company under which a number of international companies
operate including Sovren Marina, Sovren Yachts (Maha yacht
club), Sovren Crew & Academy, Sovren Publishing, Sovren
Premium Services and Sovren Events. Also within Sovren’s
overall company structure is the International Yacht Register
(IYR) that covers chartering, sales brokerage, new build
project management and ongoing operational management.

The world’s leading service, repair and refit company
dedicated to superyachts, MB92 provide management
and support for the most complex refits. MB92 is
situated in the heart of the Port of Barcelona and at the
centre of the international superyacht industry. Since
starting 25 years ago, the company have invested in
their tools and their teams, pioneered smarter ways of
working and ensured delivering outstanding results from
even the most complex briefs.

sovrenhousegroup.com
mb92.com

HORIZON

MARINE ELECTRONICS

Horizon provides the highest levels of Customer Service,
Technical Support and Quality Project Management for
all your electronic requirements within the super yacht
industry. We have assembled a unique team of highly
skilled and qualified Technicians, who provide a high level
of professionalism and in depth Product Knowledge over a
number of different products.

Sturge International & Sturge Taylor are the leading
professionals in the field of luxury yacht insurance. With
a combined experience of over 50 years and a portfolio
of total values in excess of US $1,000,000,000 we are
able to negotiate highly competitive rates, offer extremely
comprehensive insurances and give the reassurance that,
in the event of loss, all matters will be dealt with efficiently
and with the minimum of inconvenience to the client.

horizonme.eu
sturgeyachts.com
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Eagle
sponsors
Covering a wide spectrum of the yachting industry, our
Eagle and Birdie sponsors embody the varied inclusive
nature of the Pinmar Golf tournament. We would like to
thank all of them for their unwavering support.

Built on a love of yachting, Burgess
is a company with an obsessive
eye for detail that puts clients first
every time.
burgessyachts.com

Specializing in Uniforms and
Interior Producs, DWD helps yacht
to create functional, stylish and on
trend uniforms.
dolphinwear.com

With a wealth of practical experience,
our expert team is there every step of
the way to assist with all the demands
of superyacht regulatory compliance.
edgeyachts.com

The Casa Corazón villas are a secret
luxury housing development in
Palma de Mallorca
casascorazon.es

The United States’ foremost leader
in aluminum boat production and a
worldwide leader in yacht & commercial
construction, service, repair and refit.
derecktor.com

Evolution Yacht Agents is a specialized
company offering a comprehensive
and bespoke service to superyachts in
all major Spanish ports.
evolutionagents.com

FLARE Technologies
flare-tech.com

Based in the City of London as a
Lloyd’s broker, CRS Yachts offers
comprehensive cover, unrivalled
customer care and first-class security.
crsyachts.co.uk

Our dedicated and qualified staff
are committed to providing a yacht
& marine transportation experience
that is enjoyable, interesting and
hassle-free.
yacht-transport.com

We provide technical support for all
IT, Audio-Visual, navigation, satellite
communications, GSM and telephone
systems, with a round-the-clock
service that means you never wait for
help.
flare-tech.com
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Marine, Charter and Leisure Consulting

Managed by Captain Anthony Just,
JWL offers a complete, hands on, yacht
management and consultancy service.

Lauderdale Marine Center in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida is America’s
premier yacht repair and refit facility.
lauderdalemarinecenter.com

For five generations and since 1875,
we’ve been cultivating the most refined
skills and advanced technologies
to create truly outstanding vessels.
luerssen-yachts.com

National Marine Suppliers is a
worldwide yacht support group
providing the most professional service
and on-time reliability in the world.
nationalmarine.com

Sevenstar is the world’s leading
provider of yacht transportation
services on a lift-on, lift-off basis.
sevenstar-yacht-transport.com

A leader in superyacht custom
new build and refit, with facilities
and expertise that rival any global
superyacht company.
pendennis.com

Leader since 1979 in sailing sportswear.
Specialised clothing for super yacht crew.
High quality & designed to perform.
slam.com

The world famous Pinmar quality paint
services on both sides of the Atlantic,
providing yachts with global warranty,
flexibility and seamless service.
pinmar-usa.com

STP is one of the most advanced
shipyards in Europe for the repair and
maintenance of ships up to 120m in
length.
stp-palma.com

The Marshall Islands Registry
www.register-iri.com

The world’s most experienced, privately
held maritime and corporate registry
service provider, specializing in the
needs of shipping and financial services.

register-iri.com

Master Yachts is renowned for
its highly ethical, no-nonsense
and pragmatic approach to
yacht management.
masteryachts.com

Pure offers a totally independent,
professional, specialist refit service –
one tailor-made to suit the individual
needs of discerning owners, captains
and management companies.
pureyacht.com

Rybovich is a full service superyacht
marina and service center in West
Palm Beach, Florida, offering first class
yacht facilities and unrivalled shore
amenities.
rybovich.com

Thanks also to our general sponsors
Specialists in all manner of decking,
furniture and interior decoration.
modesty.es
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Varadero Valencia offers every possible
service for repairing and refitting boats
thereby ensuring each project’s complete
success, with a multi-disciplinary team
of highly-trained and widely experienced
specialists on site.
varaderovalencia.com

Designed by professionals in
the superyacht industry, Voly is
transforming yacht accounting.
voly.co.uk

The Pinmar Golf . Sponsors

Birdie sponsors

The leading insurance brokerage
in Spain.
artai.com

Innovative, joined-up global services
that simplify lives onboard yachts.
bwayachting.com

Water treatment specialist and local
representative for HEM water-makers.
emswater.net

Luxury Asset Law Firm

Award-winning luxury asset law firm
acting for clients throughout the world.
bargatemurray.com

Full service luxury yachting charter,
brokerage, crew and management.
bluewateryachting.com

The world’s leading superyacht
navigation consultancy, our team has
over 50 years of experience in managing
yachts and client’s expectations and
with its long-standing partners has
transpired to become the market leader
in its field.
dsnmltd.com

Specialising in the sale, charter,
management and new construction of
the largest and most important yachts.
edmiston.com

Leading cleaning and maintenance
services in Mallorca.
osifar.com
High quality coatings, paints and
protection cycles since 1831.
boerogroup.com

Expertise in superyacht support
and service.
dohle-yachts.com

designers and technicians experienced

Communication solutions for the marine

A world-leader in yacht chartering,
brokerage, yacht management and
new builds, our experience, track
record and portfolio are unchallenged.

in the field of composite yacht

industry to connect people globally.

fraseryachts.com

construction.

e3s.com

BMComposites consists of a highly
professional team of managers,

bmcomposites.com
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Hill Robinson is the leading independent
yacht management company offering
unparalleled services to international

Refit solutions, technical and admin
support with valuable local knowledge.
palmarefit.com

By developing user-friendly
innovations for all on board, we create
new experiences for the yachting

clientele worldwide to assist in running

lifestyle.

yachts safely and efficiently

vbhi.com

hillrobinson.com

Based in STP Palma, providing
electrical fittings and installations
for superyachts.

marineelectric.es

We’ve been supplying smart
systems to the world’s most
exclusive homes, yachts and
businesses for 30 years.
iconconnect.com

With over 80,000 clients,
Pantaenius has been providing
yacht insurance to yacht owners
all over the world for 40 years.
pantaenius.co.uk

A safe, comfortable and modern
deep-water superyacht marina.
porttarraco.com

Luise Group provides a wide range
of services to customers and offers
complete and all-encompassing
assistance, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, to superyachts along the entire

Precision Marine provides a wide range
of professionally conducted marine
engineering services.
precision-marine.net

Finest interior – exactly what you want.

vedder.net

Independent marine surveyors
for the global yachting market.
winterbothams.co.uk

Consultants and paint surveyors
since 1999.
wrede-consulting.com

Italian coastline.

luise.com

Specialists in yacht sales, yacht purchase

Sealogical is affordable, online yacht

Yachtneeds is the first superyacht app

management software.

built around the everyday needs of the

sealogical.com

yachting community.

yachtneeds.net

and new constructions to yacht charter,
charter management and crew placement.

northropandjohnson.com

We focus on a true quality finish,
Market leaders in high-end VSAT

proficient service and project delivery

airtime services and cutting edge

punctuality.

onboard IT networks.

superyachtinteriorsmallorca.com

omniaccess.com
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Experience yachting in an exceptional
way. Experience Y.CO.
y.co

The Pinmar Golf . Gabby Logan

Enriching lives
through sport
Pinmar Golf 2018 speaks with Gabby
Logan, former international gymnast and
current sports broadcaster and television
personality, about how sports have the
potential to enrich lives and give back to
those in need. Logan, who performed at
the Commonwealth Games as a teenager,
as well as reporting on some of the
world’s most prestigious sporting events
and supporting a variety of charities
during the course of her illustrious
career, shares her experiences and the
lessons learned through sport.
“Once you start training
with the national squad
and Great Britain, it is
such a great honour”

G

rowing up as I did with my dad
[Terry Yorath] earning a living
from sport as a professional footballer,
I was always around and interested in
sport,” begins Logan. “At a very young
age we would be in the garden playing
organised matches of rounders and
football or having races… we were quite
a competitive group of kids. Once we
started school we suddenly had the
opportunity to try all different kinds of
sports, I naturally gravitated towards
gymnastics and from the age of around
10 I would be training for 25 hours
a week.”
Throughout her life Logan played a
number of sports including netball at
44

school and university, however the pinnacle
of her sporting achievements came in 1990
when, having competed for Great Britain
on a number of occasions, she represented
Wales at the Commonwealth Games,
placing 11th in rhythmic gymnastics.
Logan would be forced to retire from
international gymnastics shortly thereafter
due to sciatica.
“Once you start training with the national
squad and Great Britain, it is such a great
honour,” continues Logan. “Regretfully I
retired about a year after the Commonwealth
Games and never had the chance to make
it to the Olympic Games, which would have
been the absolute pinnacle for for me – but
that’s sport for you!

The Pinmar Golf . Gabby Logan

The 2017 Invictus Games,
Toronto, Canada

You won’t necessarily achieve everything
you want to in sport, more often than not
it teaches you lessons about how to deal
with setbacks, but it is all those setbacks
that will make you stronger and help you
to understand that there is no divine right
to success.”
Given her family’s sporting history and
her own successes one might be forgiven
for assuming that Logan’s transition from
the gymnastic floor to the world of sport
broadcasting was a smooth, telegraphed
evolution. However, like most individuals
in their late teens and early twenties, the
path was far from clear.
“In the early 1990’s when I was going to
university there weren't many women
presenting sports on TV, actually there
wasn’t much sport on TV full stop,” Logan
explains. “So, I did a law degree at Durham
University. I knew I wanted to go into
broadcasting and be in the media, but
I had no idea what area I wanted to go
into. I started working in local radio, did
a breakfast show straight after university
and got picked up by Sky Sports in 1996
when the station was only four years old.”
The rest, as they say, is history. Since Sky
Sports, Logan has worked for both ITV

and the BBC and reported on some of the
world’s premier sporting events, and she
espouses the mental fortitude conferred
by sport as being a useful tool to highlight
what is possible if you don’t give up. “No one
gets to a high level, sporting or otherwise,
without motivation, commitment, practice
and mental fortitude,” she says. “There
is something very commendable about
high level sportsmen. In today’s society
where people want to get to the top
quickly, sportsmen embody the idea that
something worth having, takes time to
crack.”
More than merely developing personal
attributes, however, Logan believes that
sport has a unique ability to bring people
together, shift paradigms and raise money
for good causes. Events such as the
Paralympics and the Invictus Games, an
event in which wounded, injured or sick
armed services personnel and veterans
take part in a variety of sports, have proved
to be incredibly popular and incredibly
effective at dispelling misconceptions.
“What I love about events like the
Commonwealth Games, which recently
saw the integration of para and ablebodied sports into a single event, is that
there has been revolution over the last 30
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years,” continues Logan. “Para athletes
have become role models and helped
society’s perception of differently abled
individuals shift to something far more
positive. Historically this has not only been
true of the differently abled, but also of
gender, sexuality and race, whether this
be through sporting events or through
awareness and funds raised through sport.
Inclusivity is a contemporary outlook and
sport has a large part to play in it.”

“In today's society where
people want to get to the
top quickly, sportsmen
embody the idea that
something worth having
takes time to crack”
Pinmar Golf are delighted to welcome
Gabby Logan as host of the 2018 Prizegiving and Gala Dinner.

The Pinmar Golf . The VIP party

Friday Night
VIP party
hosted by Astilleros de Mallorca
This year, the Pinmar Friday Night VIP Party descended
on Palma’s newest nightspot – the Social Club. With a fullysubscribed guest list and live sax, vocals, percussion and DJspun tracks, the event was expertly hosted by Astilleros de
Mallorca who fittingly celebrated their 75th anniversary in
2017. We would like to take this opportunity to thank Diego
Colon and Carlos Morales and the team at Astilleros de
Mallorca for making this such a memorable event.

“

We wanted to celebrate this
important anniversary and treat
our clients and friends who have
made the long journey with us
– Diego Colon
Director General, Astilleros de Mallorca
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NEVER ALONE WITH TOUGH DECISIONS
Any medical situation at sea can be a much larger event than a similar
situation ashore. Distance from medical care, lack of ambulance
service, and adverse conditions can complicate this further.
Tempus Technology, with its proven track record and use on-board
hundreds of yachts worldwide ensures your crew can quickly,
reliably and easily connect to remote medical support. Our latest
offering, Tempus IC2, a market leading vital signs monitor with
unrivalled telemedicine capability, instills the confidence to safely
manage medical incidents, even in the most remote locations.

www.rdtltd.com

RDT ARE PROUD TO HAVE SUPPORTED PINMAR GOLF SINCE 2006.
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Jotun
‘Recovery’
Brunch
Longstanding Condor partners Jotun took ownership
of the inaugural ‘Recovery’ Brunch at the stunning El
Náutico restaurant on Saturday morning. Comprising
a first-class brunch washed down by a flow of Bloody
Marys set against the soundtrack of Puro Cubanos,
the event was well attended by senior industry figures
enhanced by the presence of both Paul Lawrie and Sky
Sports’ Kirsty Gallacher.

“

We felt that enjoying a delicious
brunch surrounded by great people
in a relaxed, informal, nautical
environment would be a satisfying
way to spend a Saturday morning
– Marcus Reynolds
Global Marketing Manager 'Yachting', Jotun
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YACHT CREW PLACEMENT

LOCATED IN THE
GLOBAL BUILDING, STP SHIPYARD
PALMA DE MALLORCA

A PROFESSIONAL AND
TAILORED SERVICE

MLC 2006 CERTIFIED

Zoe Benson
zoe@globalcrewservices.com
(+34) 671 546 345
www.globalcrewservices.com

Edifico Global, Espigon Exterior,
Muelle Viejo, 07012 Palma de Mallorca, Spain
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The competition leaders always

aim for the flag

LONDON
+44
20 7766 4300
LONDON

+44 20 7766 4300

MONACO
+377
97 97 81 21
MONACO

+377 97 97 81 21

NEW YORK
+1NEW
212YORK
223 0410

+1 212 223 0410

MIAMI
+1
305 672 0150
MIAMI
+1 305 672 0150

DUBAI
+971
950 9519
HONG52
KONG
+852 6496 2094

BEVERLY HILLS | MOSCOW | PALMA | ATHENS | SINGAPORE | SHANGHAI | TOKYO
MOSCOW | PALMA | ATHENS | BEVERLY HILLS | SEATTLE | SINGAPORE | TOKYO | DUBAI

THE
SPECIALISTS
THESUPERYACHT
WORLD’S LEADING
SUPERYACHT AUTHORITY

HONG KONG
+852 9130 1196
ENQUIRIES@BURGESSYACHTS.COM
WWW.BURGESSYACHTS.COM
ENQUIRIES@BURGESSYACHTS.COM
WWW.BURGESSYACHTS.COM

SALE & PURCHASE
| CHARTER
| NEW
CONSTRUCTION
| MANAGEMENT
Sale & Purchase
» Charter
» New
Construction
» Management
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The Awlgrip
Prize Giving
The balmy weather allowed for cava and aperitifs sponsored
by Awlgrip on Son Amar’s pretty patio followed by prize giving
on the Royal Terrace. Master of ceremonies Kirsty Gallacher
controlled proceedings with stylish aplomb while Paul Lawrie
OBE was on hand to present trophies with help from our
wonderful sponsors.

“

Son Amar is a cultural
institution in Mallorca, hosting
world famous dinner shows for
more than 50 years
– Jörg Hauer
Global Superyacht Key Account Manager, AkzoNobel
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VIEW MORE
IMAGES ONLINE

www.pinmargolf.es

 Right: Winners of the Pinmar Trophy
for Best Yacht Nett - Zenobia
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ADVERT
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The Awlgrip
Gala Dinner
& Afterparty
Once again hosted by longstanding Condor sponsor Awlgrip, represented on
the night by Antonella Donzelli and Jörg Hauer from AkzoNobel, the fourcourse waiter-served dinner was set to a backdrop of a breathtaking golfinspired musical and acrobatic show featuring over 40 international artists.
The charity raffle and live auction hosted by Kirsty, with the help of GYG plc
Directors Remy Millott and Rupert Savage, raised more than 40,000 euros.
In a seamless transition from dinner-theatre to nightclub, DJ Sister
Bliss, the musical force behind Faithless, provided a spectacular finale to
proceedings - the entire audience was on its feet. Meanwhile a Horizon
Marine Electronics-sponsored chill out lounge provided the perfect
flipside to the strobing lasers and pulsing beats. The last revellers headed
homewards just before sunrise.

The Pinmar Golf . The Awlgrip Gala Dinner & Afterparty

“What a fantastic
weekend and
tournament! It was
such a pleasure to join
everyone at the 29th
Annual Pinmar Golf.
Congratulations to
all of the winners and
competitors.”
Kirsty Gallacher

VIEW MORE
IMAGES ONLINE

www.pinmargolf.es
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Our team of professional brokers has perfected the proficiency of unparalleled services
on offer to please the most discerning clients. From planning the most memorable
holidays to negotiating the toughest deals to your advantage, Northrop & Johnson
has the knowledge you need to fulfill your nautical dreams.
C O N TA C T O U R E X P E R T S
Palma@NorthropandJohnson.com :: +34 971 707900

BROKERAGE :: CHARTER :: MANAGEMENT :: NEW CONSTRUCTION :: CREW SERVICES

NOR T HROPA ND JOHNS ON.C OM

ANTIBES :: AUSTRALIA :: FORT LAUDERDALE :: HOLLAND :: HONG KONG :: LOS ANGELES :: MONACO :: NEWPORT :: NEWPORT BEACH :: NEW YORK :: PALMA :: SAN DIEGO :: THAILAND

YOUR SUPERYACHT
EXPERIENCE STARTS HERE

The Pinmar Golf . The Awlgrip Gala Dinner & Afterparty

Not just moNkey for old rope
The Independent Yacht Management Company

Operations | New Build | Refit

Paseo Maritimo 21 Palma de Mallorca info@masteryachts.com +34 971 220 562 www.masteryachts.com
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“The Pinmar event
team put on a brilliamt
night from start to
finish, it was a pleasure
to play for such a
welcoming audience.”
DJ Sister Bliss
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CHARTER

MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL

AV I AT I O N

CONSTRUCTION

Antibes, France
Fort Lauderdale, USA
www.hillrobinson.com
lovethesea@hillrobinson.com
www.hillrobinson.com
+377 93 10
29 29

www.hrcrew.com

MONAC O

LONDON

ANTIBES

PALMA

F OR T LAUDERDA LE

PA LM BEAC H

Hill Robinson 8 Quai Antoine 1er MC98000 Monaco

DOUGLAS

GUERNSEY

LIMASSOL
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SA LES

CH A RTER

MA NAG E MEN T

CONSTRUCTION

CREW

C/ Porto Pi, 4A
Palma de Mallorca
T +34 971 700 445
F +34 971 700 551
PAL MA@ F RAS E RYAC H TS . COM
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www.boeroyachtcoatings.com

PAINTS
TO PERFORM
PROTECTION. PERFORMANCE. EXCELLENCE.
These goals are the inspiration for our work
and what keeps us busy every day,
guaranteeing top performance for both
leading shipyards and passionate boat owners.
They are values forged by decades of
experience, drawing strength from ongoing
research to become a comprehensive range
of cutting edge coatings that can make
any boat simply perfect.
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Hall of fame
VENUES AND CHARITY
Year

Golf Course

Prize-giving

Charity money

1989

Bendinat

Anchorage

NOT RECORDED

1990

Bendinat

Cowboy Town

NOT RECORDED

1991

Son Vida

Cowboy Town

NOT RECORDED

1992

Son Vida

Son Gual

NOT RECORDED

1993

Santa Ponsa

Son Termens

NOT RECORDED

1994

Santa Ponsa

Son Gual

NOT RECORDED

1995

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

6.000 €

1996

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

4.400 €

1997

Son Vida

Gran Casino de Mallorca

6.200 €

1998

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

6.200 €

1999

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

6.000 €

2000

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

10.250 €

2001

Poniente

Gran Casino de Mallorca

2002

Poniente

Pirates Theatre

13.250 €
20.000 €

2003

Poniente

Pirates Theatre

27.600 €

2004

Son Antem

Es Foguero

45.000 €

2005

Son Antem

Es Foguero

34.200 €

2006

Son Antem

Es Foguero

50.000 €
50.000 €

2007

Son Antem

Es Foguero

2008

Son Quint

Es Foguero

55.000 €

2009

Son Quint

Come Fly with Me at the Globo Balear Theatre

38.000 €

2010

Son Gual

Come Fly with Me at the Globo Balear Theatre

46.000 €

2011

Son Gual

Come Fly with Me at the Globo Balear Theatre

67.000 €

2012

Son Gual

Come Fly with Me at the Globo Balear Theatre

72.000 €

2013

Son Gual

Son Termens

80.000 €

2014

Son Gual

Pueblo Español

60.000 €

2015

Son Gual

Pueblo Español

65.000 €

2016

Son Gual

Pueblo Español

81.000 €

2017

Son Gual

Son Amar

101,315 €

			
Thank you all for your continued support
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944,415 €
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THE PINMAR TROPHY
Best team nett
1989

Brooke Yachts

1990

World-Wide P & C Charters

1991

Paraiso

1992

Paraiso

1993

Paraiso

1994

Le Gaffe

1995

Le Gaffe

Best yacht nett

2010

Pinmar 1

2014

Albert Mcilroy

2011

Au Fait Yacht Joiners

2015

Sally Aston

2012

K&M Maritime

2016

Ken Hickling

2013

Best Boats Mallorca

2017

Nestor Romano

2014

Philip Murray Interiors

2015

David Store Navigational Management

2016

Blue Diamond

THE STP TROPHY

THE ASHLEIGH MITCHELL
MEMORIAL TROPHY
Best non – yacht nett
2008

Eighty Niners

Best non – yacht gross

2009

Pilates & Injury Rehab

2017 David Store Navigational Management

2010

Ocean Medical
Astilleros de Mallorca

1996

Paraiso

2011

1997

Eco/Ipanema

1998

Talitha G “A”

THE AWLGRIP TROPHY

2012	David Store Navigational Management
2013

Branagh Marine Composites

1999

New Horizon L “B”

Best superyacht industry team - gross

2014

Pure Superyacht Refit

2000

Aspasia Alpha

2010

AuFait Yacht Joiners

2015

Is A Rose - The Patersons

2001

Blue Attraction

2011

K & M Maritime

2016

Mystery Magic

2002

Passion

2012

Marine Cleaning Services

2017

Jotun Yachting

2003

Liberty GB

2013

Y.E.S.

2004

Moecca

2014	David Store Navigational Management

Best yacht team gross

2005

Blue Attraction

2015

Modesty

1991

Shogun

2006

Fair Lady

2016

Modesty

1992

Chapter III

2007

Bolero

2017

Branagh Marine

1993

Shogun

2008

Tatasu Turfcutters

1994

Talitha G “A”

2009

Cheetah Moon

THE AQUALUNG TROPHY

1995

Chapter III

2010

Heavy Metal

Chapter III

2011

Beaugeste - MTN

for entering into the charitable spirit
of the tournament

1996

2012

Sy Pro Rigging

2013

Katara 1

2014

Bystander

2015

Mylin IV

2016

Zenobia

2017

Zenobia

1997

Tatasu Turfcutters

Paddy Pigden And The Bbq Team

1998

Tatasu Turfcutters

Anthony Just

1999

Not Awarded

Christina Wachsmuth

2000

Skyline M

2010

Richard Gardner

2001

Skyline M

2011

Jonny Greenall

2002

Anna Christina/Hedal

2012

Norma Trease

2003

Tatasu Turfcutters

Awlgrip

2004

Tatasu Turfcutters

Yacht Fuel Services

2005

Fair Lady

2006

Tatasu Turfcutters

2007
2008
2009

2013

THE BOAT YARD PALMA TROPHY

2014

Best non – yacht gross

THE JULIAN PEARCE
MEMORIAL TROPHY

2007

Fair Lady

2008

Blue Attraction
Scorpione Dei Mari

1996

The Network Group “B”

1997

Boat Yard Palma

for sportsmanship

2009

1998

Boat Yard Palma

2002

Simon Wilkinson

2010

Tatasu Turfcutters

1999

A.A. Dunn

2003

Russ Greenaway

2011

Mystere

2000

Mallorca Clothing Company

2004

Mim Vine

2012

Tatasu Turfcutters

2001

Boat Yard Palma

2005

Ian Torrance

2002

A.A. Dunn

2006

Freedom Maritime

2003

Hogan’s bar

2007

Not Awarded

Best yacht team gross

2004

Revival 1

2008

Nick Tringham

2013

Is A Rose

2005

The Masters

2009

Jenny Flashman

2014

Sea Owl

2006

Blue Diamond

Roger Horner

2015

Tatasu Turfcutters

2007

Au Fait Yacht Joiners

Simon Williams

2016

Angel's Share

2008

Blue Diamond One

2012

Steve Lenton

2017

Heavy Metal

2009

Tilac

2013

Fabrice Pouzet Des Iles

2010
2011
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Prize
winners
Despite a brief deluge of rain on day one, handled beautifully by Golf Son
Gual’s unparalleled draining system, Pinmar Golf once again provided
two days of competitive and entertaining competition. Superyacht
Zenobia took the coveted Pinmar Trophy for Best Yacht Nett for the
second year running, the first successful title defence in more than 20
years, while other top prizes went to Heavy Metal, Branagh Marine,
David Store Navigational Management and Jotun Yachting.
pinmargolf.es
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Category
Best Yacht - NETT

Team
ZENOBIA

Prize

Sponsor

The Pinmar Trophy

		

4 Nikon Tour Lasers

Best Yacht - GROSS

The Jotun Trophy 		

HEAVY METAL

Precision Marine Eng.

		

4 Jotun Gloves

Jotun			

		

4 Stand Bags

Jotun

Best Superyacht Ind- GROSS

The Awlgrip Trophy				

BRANAGH MARINE

		

Best Non-Yacht - GROSS

Best Non-Yacht - NETT

4 Cart Bags

DAVID STORE
The STP Trophy
DAVID STORE NAVIGATIONAL 		
NAVIGATIONAL
4 Bowers & Wilkins Headphones
MANAGEMENT		
MANAGEMENT
JOTUN YACHTING

Awlgrip			

Icon Connect and 		
Bowers & Wilkins

The Ashleigh Mitchell Memorial Trophy

		

4 Leatherman Tools

Antibes Shipservice

Best Ladies GROSS

THE TATASU TEEZERS

8 Double Magnums Binigrau Wine

Absolute Boat Care

Best Ladies - NETT

LIQUID LADIES

4 UV Golf Umbrellas

8 Point 8			

		

4 Golf Bracelets

8 Point 8

		

4 Boxes Srixon Lady Golf Balls

8 Point 8

2nd Yacht - NETT

4 Slam Bags

Slam

		

THE TWIZZLERS

4 Slam Jackets

Slam

3rd Yacht - NETT

4 Golf Lessons

Real Homes Mallorca

		

AMEVI

4 Boxes Balls & 4 Green Fees - Puntiro

Marine Cleaning Services

Nearest Pin Hole 5

IAN FLANAGAN

Scotty Cameron Putter

Fraser Yachts

Nearest Pin Hole 9

GARETH LINDOP

Scotty Cameron Putter

Port Tarraco

Nearest Pin Hole 15

STUART BOYD

Three Wheel Clickgear Trolley

CRS Yachts

Longest Drive - 6						
Men

BRYN DARBYSHIRE

2 Cleveland Wedges

Icon Connect

Ladies

NATALIE PAULMANN

Titleist Golf Bag

Icon Connect

Longest Drive - 12		
Men

SIMON BOYD

2 Cleveland Wedges

Osifar

Ladies

IZZY NEWMAN

Titleist Golf Bag

Osifar

Julian Pearce Trophy

NESTOR ROMANO				

for sportsmanship
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The 2018
Pinmar Golf
The 30th anniversary of the Pinmar Golf promises
to be an extra special event. Not only will we be
celebrating our “pearl anniversary” we also hope
to achieve the milestone of €1million in charitable
fund raising. We look forward to welcoming friends,
colleagues and customers, old and new from around
the world for 3 days of friendly competition, excellent
entertainment, social engagement and a truly
memorable party.
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GET YOUR CUSTOMIZED
MERCHANDISING
AND CREW UNIFORM
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What to expect at
Pinmar Golf 2018

Andrew Clemence, Chief Commercial Officer of
GYG plc, reflects on the success of the 2017 event
and hints at what can be expected from the 30th
edition of The Pinmar Golf.
“The Pinmar Golf, alongside the Monaco
Yacht Show, are the two most important
events in GYG’s annual events calendar,”
explains Clemence. “Both are extremely
important to the group in terms of global
marketing, however, the organisational
effort involved in delivering the Pinmar
Golf dwarfs that of our participation at
MYS.”
The organisational effort that Clemence
refers to is not an exaggeration: the team
starts work planning the following year’s
event almost immediately after the lights
go down on the Awlgrip After Party. It
is a 12-month endeavour of planning,
communication,
negotiation,
selling,
design, administration, rehearsal and
delivery, which involves the whole of GYG’s
marketing team plus a great number of
volunteers from across the company.
“We also rely on the support and
engagement from our generous partners,
sponsors, suppliers and third-party
volunteers,” adds Clemence. “It really is
a massive undertaking to deliver what is
now the largest amateur golf tournament
of its kind in the world, as well as one of

the most important social and networking
events in the superyacht calendar. The
annual event budget is well into six figures
and I haven’t even tried to calculate the
number of man-hours invested in the
event.”
At the end of the day, the feedback from
all the event’s supporters who fly in
from all around the world to participate,
coupled with the money raised for the
Golf’s charity partners, makes all the hard
work put in by the GYG team worthwhile.
Reflections on The Pinmar Golf 2017
“We introduced a number of changes for
the 2017 and thankfully the feedback was
tremendously positive, which confirms our
belief that the un-paralleled success and
longevity of the event is due, in part, to
our desire to keep evolving and improving
each year,” comments Clemence.
Changes to the 2017 edition included
moving the whole event into central
Palma, with new hotel locations and the
Friday Night VIP Party, hosted by new
Condor sponsors Astilleros de Mallorca,
at the recently launched Social Club. An
additional social networking event was
added to the agenda on the Saturday
morning; the Jotun ‘Recovery’ Brunch at
the picturesque El Náutico restaurant in
the Real Club Náutico.
The biggest change saw a switch of venues
for the Awlgrip Prize-giving, Gala Dinner
and After Party. After three successful
years at Pueblo Español, it was decided
to move the main evening event to the
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beautiful Son Amar estate, just outside
Palma. The state-of-the-art theatre and
facilities set amongst olive and citrus
groves make it a very special place to hold
a party.
“Having Pinmar’s golf ambassador, Paul
Lawrie OBE, and Sky Sports’ Kirsty
Gallacher to help compere added a little
polish to the evening, before DJ Sister Bliss
brought the house down with an amazing
set,” Clemence concludes. “However, the
most memorable part of the evening for
me personally was the standing ovation
given to Nick Entwisle in recognition of
the amazing job he has done over the last
25 years organising the Pinmar Golf. It
was a true, unabashed expression of the
affection and recognition that the Pinmar
Golf supporters have for Nick.”
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What´s new
for 2018

1

30th Anniversary
“We obviously want to make the 30th
anniversary event special which, given
what was achieved for the celebration
of the 25th anniversary, is a challenge,”
Clemence cautions. “But we have a few
new ideas to bring to the event.” First
and foremost, GYG aims to improve the
golfing experience by slightly reducing
the number of teams across both days and
alleviating congestion on the course. At the
same time, an expanded social agenda will
be being introduced for the non-golfers to
fully engage with the proceedings.

Social Activities
“With the opening of the new Palma
Convention Centre, a large proportion
of the best hotels in Palma have been
reserved, so we will be returning to our
favourite stomping ground in Portals,
having reserved rooms at the OD and
Marina Portals hotels,” says Clemence.
“Keeping it convenient for attendees, the
Friday Night VIP Party will be celebrated
at the chic Cappuccino bar and restaurant
in Puerto Portals, and the Jotun ‘Recovery’
Brunch will be staged at the infamous
Wellies restaurant on the Saturday
morning.”

Special Guests
Building on the success of last year,
the black-tie Awlgrip Prize-giving, Gala
Dinner and After Party will be returning
to Son Amar. With a new show befitting
the 30th anniversary and an executive
chef designing a special menu, plus BBC’s
Gabby Logan hosting the proceedings, it
is sure to be an exciting and memorable
evening of entertainment.

1. Sponsor flags flying
over Son Gual
2. The Gala night
venue, Son Amar

2

Charitable Efforts
“After last year’s record-breaking fundraising effort, we are set to pass €1 million
in total funds raised throughout the
lifetime of the Pinmar Golf, which will be
a very proud moment for all concerned,”
Clemence adds. “Once again, we will be
ensuring that the funds are used to support
a mix of local island charities, industryrelated charities and international marine
preservation through the Blue Marine
Foundation.”
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Artist’s impression
of the new REV 182
research vessel

News
Section
Pinmar Standard
2.0 Goes Live
Pinmar chose the 2017 edition of The
Superyacht Forum, one of the most
important conferences in the industry
calendar, to reveal Pinmar Standard 2.0.
An extensive update to version 1 (launched
back in 2011), GYG’s paint applicator
specialist subsidiary asserts that the new
Standard will give clients an even better
understanding of quality, together with
improved peace of mind while works are
in progress – and beyond.
“The average size of yacht we are painting
has doubled, however, paint projects are
still being completed within the same
timescales,” explains GYG CEO Remy
Millott. “Furthermore, there are different
manufacturers that have come into the
market, different top coats and methods
of application and every yacht and
environment in which it is painted can
differ. Therefore, we needed a standard
that deals with the growing industry, the
different products and processes and
the changing environments that we are
working in.”

Having painted over 100 test panels during
its development, Pinmar Standard 2.0
takes into account the growing trend for
darker pigments, metallic and pearlescent
finishes, as well as incorporating more of
the yacht painting brands and their everexpanding range of finishing products.

LOI signed for the
largest research and
expedition vessel in
the world
The owner of REV 182, set to be the
largest research and expedition vessel in
the world, has signed a ‘letter of intent’
with GYG. The massive 182 metre project,
scheduled for delivery in 2020, will be
contracted to the Group’s Rolling Stock
division which will be responsible for the
supply and application of the exterior filler
and paint system for specified areas of the
vessel.
This is the third explorer vessel of this
type that GYG has been contracted
to work on in the last two years. CEO
Remy Millott said, “We are delighted to
be working on the build of the world’s
largest ever explorer vessel with the REV
182 team. The decision to enter into this
agreement with GYG as the fairing and
painting contractor for this prestigious
project further underpins the Group as the
market leader in the emerging explorer
sector. GYG has unrivalled experience in
this specialist field which, combined with
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its technical leadership and global afterservice capability, provides significant
reassurance to owners embarking on
major new build projects.”
Designed by Espen Øino and under
construction with Norwegian yard VARD,
REV 182 has been commissioned with the
goal to improve understanding and search
for more sustainable and environmentally
responsible solutions for the world's
oceans. Independent scientists, marine
experts and innovative thinkers from
all over the world will be given access
to the ship and its advanced on-board
technology in pursuit of this ambition.

Top: Pinmar USA headquarters at
Rybovich North Yard
Bottom: Artist’s impression of the
new Savannah Yacht Center

Ever since the establishment of Pinmar
USA in Fort Lauderdale in 2009, GYG has
been able to offer its world-famous Pinmar
quality paint services on both sides of the
Atlantic. Pinmar USA is now one of the
fastest growing businesses within the
Group.
The brand continues to gain traction in
the local market as well as attracting
Europe-based superyachts to undertake
refit work in the USA before and after their
Caribbean season. To accommodate this
rapid expansion, Pinmar USA has widened
its network of refit facilities across
the leading yards in Fort Lauderdale,
West Palm Beach and, most recently,
commenced operations in the major new
state-of-the-art Savannah Yacht Center
(SYC) in Georgia.
Pinmar USA
contractor at:

is

currently

a

paint

• Dania Cut Super Yacht Repair, Dania
Cut, Fort Lauderdale
• Derecktor Shipyards, Dania Cut, Fort
Lauderdale
• Lauderdale Marine Center (LMC), Fort
Lauderdale
• Rybovich, West Palm Beach – USA,
Headquarters
• Savannah Yacht Center, Savannah
Pinmar USA’s new Sales Manager Irina
Lassen is based between Fort Lauderdale
and Pinmar USA’s headquarters in
Rybovich, West Palm Beach. She has
worked in South Florida’s superyacht
industry for five years, is well known and
respected, and brings great dynamism to
the company’s sales function. Working
alongside General Manager Phil Burgess,
Irina is helping to drive the continued
expansion of Pinmar USA.

GYG Sales Team
GYG continues to strengthen its sales
team in order to provide more focus to the
various brands in territories throughout
Europe.

•	M a n u Ay m e, p rev i o u s l y H e a d o f
Production, now brings his ten-plus
years’ painting experience to the role
of Head of Sales. Manu is based in
Palma and represents both Pinmar
and Rolling Stock brands across Spain,
France and Germany.
•	
Silvia Garcia, ex yacht crew and
shore support agent, is GYG’s new
Sales Representative based in Palma
responsible for Pinmar and Rolling
Stock.
•	Mark Conyers, Director and Founder of
Rolling Stock, continues to champion
his treasured brand and manage
longstanding client and shipyard
relations.
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•	
Marco Massabo, ex Sales Director for
Italy’s beautiful Wally Yachts, is GYG’s
Sales Representative for Italy - based
just across the border in the Monaco
office.
•	
Chris Atkinson, Founder and Director
of France-headquartered superyacht
fairing and painting specialists ACA
Marine, is leading the company’s sales
function from the La Ciotat office with
the support of Commercial Manager,
Adrien Poncet.
•	
GYG’s Chief Commercial Officer
Andrew Clemence, along with CEO
Remy Millott, Group Managing Director
Rupert Savage and COO Peter Brown,
are together actively involved in major
refit contracts and new build projects.

GYG’s specialist scaffold, containment
and fixtures company, Techno Craft, made
significant investments in 2017 to expand
its capacity and capabilities beyond its
Palma and Barcelona bases.
General Manager Chris Coleman is now
at the helm, while Founder Peter Martin
moves to a part-time consultancy role.
Chris has masterminded the setup of new
scaffold and containment equipment in
La Ciotat on the Côte d'Azur to support
the Group’s growing operations as well as
overseeing major projects in Holland and
Germany.
Meanwhile, Richard Hudson has recently
joined the company to head up business
development for Techno Craft’s specialist
fittings division.

Pinmar Supply - ‘the source for all things
yacht’ – has been extremely active these
last 12 months in terms of expansion and
improvement.
The Retail Partners Programme is
gathering pace with five partners in place
covering the Iberian coastline from Girona
to Gibraltar – including two in Barcelona.
Similar to a franchise concept, whereby
Pinmar
Supply
provides
marketing
materials, training, merchandising advice,
products and leads, the Programme is
now looking for partners in Ibiza, the
Canary Islands and other locations on
mainland Spain. A new team member has
been recruited to manage and bring more
structure to this aspect of the business.
Pinmar Supply now has the ability to mix
the widest range of AkzoNobel paints
including Awlgrip, Awlmix, Perfection Pro,
Awlcraft SE and Awlcraft 2000 in both
Palma de Mallorca and Barcelona offering
clients a speedy and convenient service.

Now operating under the Pinmar Supply
umbrella, the Shore Support team offers
a comprehensive range of services
across the Balearics. Whether cruising
the Islands or stopping for refit or
maintenance work, Shore Support shares
its extensive local knowledge in terms of
berthing, translations, logistics, temporary
importation (TPA), provisioning - and
more.
Pinmar Supply’s Barcelona warehousing
has been consolidated into one 500-plus
square metre managed facility. It is now
directly connected to a key transport
partner and therefore able to offer even
quicker turnaround on products.
Finally, Pinmar Supply is now the Spanish
distributor for high quality mooring
products Ship in Shape.

www.gygplc.com

www.pinmar.com

www.pinmar-usa.com

www.rollingstock.es

www.technocraftsl.com

www.pinmarsupply.com

www.acamarine.com
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To learn more about the Pinmar
Golf and to explore 2018 partnership
opportunities, please contact:
Nick Entwisle
Telephone: +34 619 117 937
E-mail: nick@gygroup.com

Eva Grauls
Telephone: +34 629 848 004
E-mail: eva@gygroup.com
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Emma Conway
Telephone: +34 676 680 593
E-mail: emma@gygroup.com

Design & editorial: The Superyacht Agency

Save the date
18-20 October 2018

Photo credits: Stuart Pearce, Vicki McLeod, Oliver Neilson, Sue Barwood
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FROM YOUR
IMAGINATION
TO THE OCEAN

Achievement deserves recognition, and sailing 45,000 nautical miles is no small feat.
Awlgrip, a brand of AkzoNobel who are the official supplier of coatings to the Volvo
Ocean Race 2017-18, is helping give each trailblazing team its own unique identity.
Fast-drying and easy to apply, making for quick repairs, Awlcraft ® SE can withstand
the elements and has a boundless palette of colours and effects, removing yet
another barrier between the boat you imagine and the one that sets sail.
awlgrip.com

facebook.com/awlgripfinishes

twitter.com/awlgrip

Awlgrip and Awlcraft are owned by, or licensed to,
the AkzoNobel group of companies. © AkzoNobel 2018.
TEAM AKZONOBEL
TECHNICAL CLOTHING PARTNER

Image © Amalia Infante/Volvo Ocean Race. 9256/0418

Image supplied by Heesen Yachts

THE BIGGEST NAME
IN SUPERYACHT FINISHING

www.pinmar.com
PALMA · BARCELONA · LA CIOTAT · MONACO · LONDON · HAMBURG · FORT LAUDERDALE · WEST PALM BEACH · SAVANNAH

